Welcome to Cancún

Important information when traveling to Cancún
Check out the link above for information that will make arriving and leaving the Cancún International Airport more efficient. You will find details about **Customs**, **Transportation to and from the airport**, as well as the **Tourist Card** on this site.

Here you will find information about the wonders of Mexico, as well as details about **Visa Requirements**, **Electrical outlets**, **Currency**, **Importing food**, and an **FAQs page**!

Learn more about the Visitax above. The Blog helps explain what the tax is and who should pay. The second site is the **official site** for payment.
ISAAC International has secured conference hotel room blocks at multiple properties, all within an easy and accessible walk to the conference venue, the Cancún Center (previously called the Cancún ICC).

There are many options for international plans - talk to your local provider before you go. Alternatively, you could opt to purchase a local SIM card/plan.